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Abstract The variability of the North Atlantic polar front
jet stream is crucial in determining summer weather around
the North Atlantic basin. Recent extreme summers in western Europe and North America have highlighted the need
for greater understanding of this variability, in order to aid
seasonal forecasting and mitigate societal, environmental and economic impacts. Here we find that simple linear
regression and composite models based on a few predictable factors are able to explain up to 35 % of summertime jet
stream speed and latitude variability from 1955 onwards.
Sea surface temperature forcings impact predominantly on
jet speed, whereas solar and cryospheric forcings appear to
influence jet latitude. The cryospheric associations come
from the previous autumn, suggesting the survival of an
ice-induced signal through the winter season, whereas solar
influences lead jet variability by a few years. Regression
models covering the earlier part of the twentieth century
are much less effective, presumably due to decreased availability of data, and increased uncertainty in observational
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reanalyses. Wavelet coherence analysis identifies that associations fluctuate over the study period but it is not clear
whether this is just internal variability or genuine non-stationarity. Finally we identify areas for future research.
Keywords Polar front jet · Predictors · North Atlantic ·
Predictability

1 Introduction
The North Atlantic is distinctive in the northern hemisphere as it has separate polar front and subtropical jets,
particularly in winter. In summer, the jets are weaker than
in winter, and displaced northwards. Figure 1 shows the
mean position of the summer (JJA) North Atlantic jets
at 200–300 hPa. The polar front jet (PFJ) is particularly
important in influencing the weather and climate of western Europe and North America, and has been implicated in
recent instances of extreme weather. For example, summer
2007 was very wet, with record rainfall and flooding and
with a distinctive jet formation over the UK (Blackburn
et al. 2008). Summer 2012 was characterised by a southward displacement of the PFJ, with high temperatures and
severe drought in the central and eastern USA (Hoerling
et al. 2013) and record melting and ice mass loss of the
Greenland Ice Sheet (Hanna et al. 2014), while the United
Kingdom experienced its wettest summer for a century
(Dong et al. 2013a) and Spain experienced low rainfall and
drought (Dong et al. 2013a). In contrast, Summer 2003 was
exceptionally warm and dry in western and central Europe,
even though the jet was again south of the mean position,
but this time blocked by persistent anticyclonic conditions over Europe (Black et al. 2004). Heatwave conditions
caused increased mortality in central Europe (Kosatsky
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2005). Consequently, an understanding of the patterns and
causes of such variability in the jet stream, together with
its potential predictability, is crucial for mitigating the societal, economic and ecological impacts of such extremes.
There has been an increase in the observed frequency of
summer extremes of temperature and precipitation attributed
to global warming (Coumou and Rahmstorf 2012). Recent
boreal summers have also been characterized by a changing Arctic atmospheric circulation, with increased anticyclonic flow over the Arctic (Ogi and Wallace 2012) and a
more persistent negative Arctic Dipole (Overland et al. 2012)
associated with increased Greenland blocking (Hanna et al.
2014, 2015) and a strengthened Beaufort Sea high pressure
region (Moore 2012; Wu et al. 2014; Ballinger et al. 2014).
These have resulted in a southward displacement of the PFJ,
leading to cooler wetter summers in Europe, while other
areas such as North America have experienced heatwaves
and droughts. Zhang et al. (2008) report a similar shift to a
dipole type Arctic atmospheric circulation in winter as well
as summer, which has the potential to impact on the subsequent summer ice extent, with warmer winters leading to
thinner ice which is more susceptible to summer melt. The
increased frequency and persistence of extreme events have
been linked to a weakening of the zonal-mean jet stream and
a more wavy flow pattern, through a decrease in the poleward temperature gradient as a consequence of Arctic amplification (Francis and Vavrus 2012, 2015), although others
argue that such linkages are sensitive to methodologies used
(Barnes 2013; Screen and Simmonds 2013). A further possible mechanism that has been suggested as leading to extreme
and persistent weather patterns is the amplification of quasistationary waves through resonance between forced and free
waves in mid-latitude waveguides (Petoukhov et al. 2013;
Coumou et al. 2014), which could also have an origin in
recent changes in the Arctic. However, while identifying possible trends and changes in frequency of events, such studies
have not addressed questions of interannual variability, and
the potential predictability of summertime jet stream configurations, which is currently low in long-range forecast systems (e.g. MacLachlan et al. 2014). Here we focus on these
issues for the North Atlantic sector, shown in Fig. 1.
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the primary
mode of atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic (e.g.
Hurrell 1995; Hurrell et al. 2003), and it is the main influence on western European weather (Hanna et al. 2015).
The NAO is an indicator of jet-stream variability and the
North Atlantic storm tracks (e.g. Vallis and Gerber 2008;
Woollings et al. 2010), with both the latitude and speed of
the jet contributing to the value of the NAO index (Woollings et al. 2010). However, the speed and latitude of the jet
are not well correlated in any season (r = −0.1 for summer,
1956–2012, detrended time series), suggesting that different factors may influence their variability.
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Fig. 1  The region of the North Atlantic used to identify the polar
front jet stream, with mean JJA zonal wind speed values for the jet
stream, 1981–2010, averaged over 300–200 hPa from ERA-Interim
(Dee et al. 2011)

Most work on jet stream variability has focused on the
winter season, when the NAO pattern tends to be strongest and most variable (e.g. Woollings et al. 2010; Woollings
and Blackburn 2012; Strong and Magnusdottir 2011). The
mean summer Atlantic atmospheric circulation is characterized by a weaker, poleward shifted jet (Woollings 2010),
and an NAO pattern that shows weaker nodes, shifted in
location and identified as the summer NAO (SNAO; e.g.
Folland et al. 2009). A positive SNAO, with a further northward displacement of a jet that is already shifted north in
summer, is associated with warm sunny weather and anticyclonic conditions in northwest Europe and cooler cloudier conditions in the Mediterranean (Bladé et al. 2012). A
negative SNAO is the converse of this (Folland et al. 2009).
There are a number of suggested influences on the jet
stream and SNAO (e.g. Hall et al. 2015). The Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO; Enfield et al. 2001) is a
mode of North Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) variability with a period of 65–80 years. It can influence the
PFJ and SNAO, with the negative (cold) phase of the AMO
being associated with cooler drier summers in western
Europe, a northward shift of the PFJ and a positive SNAO
on decadal timescales, while the positive phase is associated with warmer wetter summers, with a PFJ displaced
southwards from the seasonal climatology and a negative
SNAO (Knight et al. 2006; Folland et al. 2009; Sutton and
Dong 2012).
The Atlantic Ocean also shows SST fluctuations
on shorter interannual and decadal timescales than the
AMO, for instance exhibiting a tripolar pattern of SST
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anomalies in the North Atlantic (e.g. Cayan 1992; Czaja
and Frankignoul 1999). These anomalies are largely considered to be driven by atmospheric variability (e.g. Deser
and Timlin 1997) but have been shown to exert a small
but significant contrary influence when SST leads atmospheric variability by up to 6 months, especially in winter
(e.g. Deser et al. 2003). Increased westerlies in a positive
NAO phase lead to increased poleward SST gradients, with
increased temperature differences between tripole nodes.
This impacts on sensible and latent heat fluxes at the ocean
surface, with increased heat loss to the atmosphere where
winds are stronger and heat gains at lower latitudes where
winds are weaker (Deser et al. 2010). Vertical mixing processes in the near-surface ocean layers also influence the
heat flux (Fan and Schneider 2012; Cayan 1992).
A number of studies indicate a possible sea-ice influence on winter mid-latitude atmospheric variability, with
associations between negative sea-ice anomalies and cold
Eurasian winters and a more negative NAO (e.g. Wu and
Zhang 2010; Strong and Magnusdottir 2011; Kim et al.
2014). However, evidence for a link with summer North
Atlantic atmospheric variability is much sparser. Screen
(2013) has identified a potential link between sea-ice extent
and summer rainfall in western Europe, identifying recent
sea-ice losses in the Sea of Okhotsk as a key change for
excitation of planetary waves, which may have a subsequent downstream impact on the Atlantic sector. An earlier
modelling study also found a robust link between spring
sea-ice anomalies over the Sea of Okhotsk and anomalous
wavetrain propagation which was able to impact on European summers (Zhao et al. 2004). Wu et al. (2013) reported
a correlation between sea-ice anomalies to the west of
Greenland in winter and late spring, and summer Eurasian
precipitation anomalies. Liu et al. (2016) find a synchronous relationship between summer Arctic sea-ice extent
and the incidence of Greenland blocking. Recent research
has suggested that Arctic amplification and shrinking snow
cover may influence the amplitude of planetary wave patterns (Francis and Vavrus 2012, 2015), although this is controversial (e.g. Barnes 2013; Screen and Simmonds 2013).
However, there is also evidence to link earlier Eurasian
snowmelt with increased high pressure over the Arctic in
summer and a negative annular mode (Matsumura et al.
2014).
Stratosphere-troposphere coupling exerts a potential
influence in winter on the PFJ through a range of factors
(Kidston et al. 2015; Hall et al. 2015). However, in the summer hemisphere the stratospheric polar vortex breaks down,
and easterly flow prevails, which prevents propagation of
Rossby waves and so this coupling does not occur and
therefore predictors of variability such as the quasi-biennial
oscillation (QBO) and the impact of tropical volcanic eruptions, to name but two, are unable to exert a summer-time

influence via the stratospheric pathway. The El-NiñoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon is a further factor which is capable of influencing winter North Atlantic
atmospheric variability via a stratospheric teleconnection
(e.g. Bell et al. 2009), but in addition is able to exert an
influence via the troposphere (e.g. Butler et al. 2014) which
may not be restricted to winter. Fluctuations in solar output
are also identified as impacting upon tropospheric variability, both via the stratosphere and through an influence on
SST (e.g. Dong et al. 2013a; Scaife et al. 2013).
Planetary waves can propagate circumglobally following
excitation for example by a low-latitude heat source (e.g.
Hoskins and Karoly 1981). It has been suggested that the
wet summer of 2007 could be linked with stationary wave
propagation originating in the Philippines (Blackburn et al.
2008), and Ding and Wang (2005) identify global teleconnection patterns in summer resulting from variability in
tropical heating. However, the propagation of waves from
the tropics to extratropics is more limited in this season
than winter due to changes in the background flow.
This paper presents an exploratory analysis of these
potential predictors of summer PFJ variability, through use
of statistical analyses. We use linear regression to investigate aspects of relationships between predictors and jet
variability, and composite analysis to identify both linear
and non-linear components. Lead times of the predictors
over the response have potential for developing the predictability of summer jet stream variability. Wavelet coherence
provides supporting evidence of the relationship between
potential predictors and jet stream variability, together with
information on how associations may vary over time. The
paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 describes the datasets used in the analysis and Sect. 3 explains the three main
methods of analysis: linear regression, composite analysis
and wavelet coherence analysis. Sect. 4 presents the results
for each predictor identified as being significant in the analyses and the results are discussed in Sect. 5, with conclusions and areas for future research outlined in Sect. 6.

2 Data
Here we use a standardised Nino 3.4 Index, based on SST
data from HadISST1 (Rayner et al. 2003), for the period
1871–2012, obtained from www.climexp.knmi.nl.
Two metrics of Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST)
are used. Atlantic AMO data (Enfield et al. 2001) were
obtained from the Earth System Research Laboratory
(www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/AMO), for the
period 1871–2012, based on the Kaplan SST dataset
(Kaplan et al. 1998, updated). A North Atlantic SST tripole index is developed using the methodology of Czaja
and Marshall (2001) based on the SST anomaly taken over
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Fig. 2  Map showing areas used for predictor datasets: 1 Greenland Sea, GI; 2 Barents-Kara Seas, BKI; 3 Laptev, East Siberian and Chuckchi seas (LVI); 4 Sea of Okhotsk (OSI); 5 Eurasian
snow anomalies; 6 North American snow anomalies; 7 West Pacific

Rainfall(WPR); 8 Central Pacific Rainfall (CPR); 9 East Pacific Rainfall (EPR); 10 Atlantic Rainfall (AR); 11 West Indian Ocean rainfall
(WIR); 12 East Indian Ocean Rainfall (EIR). A and B show the northern and southern regions used for calculation of the SST tripole index

40°–55°N, 60°–40°W minus the anomaly over a southern
box, 25°–35°N, 80°–60°W (Fig. 2). Anomalies are relative
to 1981–2010 climatology. This dipole lies to either side of
the Gulf Stream, and the southern node of the classic tripole mirrors the northern node identified here. Here a positive index value indicates higher anomalies in the northern
sector compared to those in the southern sector, and reflects
a reduced meridional temperature gradient.
In the tropics, altered convective activity and divergence
aloft in the presence of a vorticity gradient can generate
Rossby waves which propagate away from the tropics and
are capable of influencing the jet streams (Hoskins and
Karoly 1981). Here we use the Global Precipitation Climatology Project v2, which provides global precipitation
data at 2.5° resolution, based on satellite data, 1979-2012,
at monthly resolution (Adler et al. 2003). Six sub-sections
are taken from the tropics (Fig. 2): three from the Pacific
Ocean (West Pacific rainfall (WPR) 5°S–5°N, 120°–170°E;
Central Pacific rainfall (CPR) 5°S–5°N, 170E–220°E; East
Pacific rainfall (EPR) 5°S–5°N, 220E–270°E), two from
the Indian Ocean (West Indian Ocean rainfall (WIR) 5°S–
5°N, 50°–85°E, East Indian Ocean rainfall (EIR) 5°S–5°N,
85°–120°E) and one from the Atlantic Ocean (AR), 5°S–
5°N, 10°–35°W.
Solar-cycle data are available in a variety of forms. In
order to obtain data for the whole period, monthly sunspot
numbers are obtained from the Solar Influences Data Analysis Center (http://sidc.oma.be/). Analysis is also carried
out using solar indices leading by one to 5 years, as recent
evidence suggests that there is a lagged North Atlantic climate response to solar variability (Scaife et al. 2013; Gray
et al. 2013; Thiéblemont et al. 2015; Andrews et al. 2015).
Sea-ice concentration data are taken from the HadISST1
dataset (Rayner et al. 2003). Only data post-1955 are used,
to avoid periods lacking observations, although it is the
post-1979 data from the satellite era that are most reliable.
This allows for comparisons of the whole time series from
1955 with that of the satellite era. Data are acquired for
the whole of the Northern Hemisphere poleward of 40°N,

plus sub-regions identified as being potentially more significant, obtained using correlation maps of sea-ice extent
with jet-stream metrics for the periods 1955–2012 and
1979–2012, depending on the availability of potential predictors (not shown). We aim to establish whether total Arctic sea-ice is a significant predictor of jet stream variability,
or whether regional sea-ice variability is more significant.
Areas identified are the Barents-Kara Sea (BKI; 30°–90°E,
70°–85°N), NE Greenland (GI: 35°–0°W, 80°–90°N) and
the area centred on the Laptev Sea (LVI; 60°–200°E, 70°–
90°N), but including the East Siberian, Kara and Chukchi
Seas (Fig. 2). The Sea of Okhotsk is also included, (OSI;
135°–160°E, 50°–63°N) to compare with the findings of
Screen (2013), although the time series from this latter
region is taken from 1979 only, as prior to this fluctuations
are subject to poor observational sampling.
Snow cover data for Eurasia (55°–150°E, 45°–80°N,)
and North America (130°–70°W, 40°–70°N, Fig. 2) are
obtained from Rutgers University (Robinson et al. 2012;
http://climate.rutgers.edu/snowcover/). Data are used from
1979 to match with other predictors.
All predictors are standardised by subtracting the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation for the period 1981–
2010, and data are detrended to focus on covariability of
datasets on interannual to multidecadal timescales. Jet
speed and latitude are also detrended but not standardised
so that the magnitude of any change in the jet metric can be
more readily identified.
Zonal wind speeds from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR) data (Compo et al. 2011) are used to calculate
jet latitude and speed, for the area 16°–76°N, 0°–60°W (see
Fig. 1). The jet metrics were calculated according to Woollings et al. (2010) and filtered using a 10-day Lanczos lowpass filter with a 61-day window (Duchon 1979), to remove
synoptic scale variability. Zonal winds from 900 to 700 hPa
are used, as this avoids false detection of the subtropical jet
which is found near the tropopause. In 20CR lower altitude
pressure levels are likely to have more accurate wind speed
representation than levels near the tropopause, where the
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core of the PFJ is found, as the reanalysis assimilates surface pressure measurements only. Numerous studies have
utilised this method of jet identification (e.g. Davini et al.
2014; Anstey et al. 2013; Barnes and Polvani 2015), but
with a focus predominantly on winter. The latitude of the
PFJ is consistent irrespective of the pressure levels sampled
(e.g. Woollings et al. 2010). Thus lower-level winds are
capable of portraying the interannual variability of the jet
core, situated higher in the tropopause.
20CR is based on a 56-member ensemble, but here we
use the ensemble mean data. This dataset provides a long
time series (here 1872–2012) over which the covariability of potential predictors and jet metrics can be assessed.
A further advantage of the 20CR data is that an ensemble
approach provides a measure of the relative changes in
the uncertainty of the data, available as the spread (standard deviation) between the 56 ensemble members (Compo
et al. 2011). A comparison with data from the ERA-Interim
reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) for the period 1979–2012
shows excellent agreement between the two reanalyses in
their representation of jet metrics (not shown). However,
there are concerns over the suitability of the earlier part of
the dataset for identifying long term trends and variability,
where inhomogeneities may arise through increasing observation density and quality over time (e.g. Krueger et al.
2013; Ferguson and Villarini 2014). Inhomogeneities in jet
stream time series are identified which could be a consequence of such changes in data quality. These are identified
by comparing breakpoints in the time series and in the time
series of 20CR spread data by using the Bai-Perron test
(Bai and Perron 2003). The coincidence of breakpoints in
each series is taken as suggesting the breakpoint originated
in data quality issues, and an adjustment is made accordingly (see Ferguson and Villarini 2014 for more details). A
comparison with unadjusted data showed that there is little
difference in correlation values between predictors and the
adjusted and unadjusted time series (not shown). This only
impacts upon the time series starting in 1872 (see below),
as all adjustments for inhomogeneity are made before
1955. We find that there is very close agreement between
jet-stream metric time series post-1950 for the different ensemble members, with interannual variations being
in-phase and of similar magnitude. Prior to 1950, there is
increased spread although fluctuations in the time series are
predominantly in-phase (Fig. 3).
Three periods are used: 1871–2012, 1955–2012,1979–
2012. These are selected to correspond to the availability
of potential predictors, so regression models for a given
time period consider all available predictors for that period.
Due to the use of lagged datasets, the first year of the time
series is lost. Consequently the time series start from 1872,
1956 and 1980 (from hereon the 1872, 1956 and 1980
time series). This also ensures that the earlier part of the
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Fig. 3  Jet metric time series for a summer jet speed b summer jet
latitude, showing the separate time series from 15 randomly selected
ensemble members (faint coloured lines) and the ensemble mean
(black bold line). Data are for the 850 hPa level only. Note that time
series are not adjusted for homogeneity

20CR dataset is isolated in the regression analysis, and
can be compared with regression models for more recent
periods. Sea level pressure (SLP) data are also used from
20CR, to support the composite analysis, through maps of
SLP composites for high and low years of a predictor. SLP
is preferred to the more usual 500 hPa geopotential height
field (500GPH). This is because 20CR is a reanalysis produced by assimilating surface measurements only and there
will be increased confidence in the reliability of the SLP
field compared with one from the middle troposphere. A
comparison of 500GPH and SLP composites (not shown)
reveals similar features, validating the use of the SLP field,
which allows the identification of barotropic circulation
features.

3 Methods
3.1 Regression analysis
Predictor identification is carried out using multiple linear ordinary least squares regression, following selection of a preliminary pool of predictors identified from
observation and modelling studies outlined in Sects. 1
and 2. Correlation matrices are calculated between jet
variables and potential predictors (not shown), with jet
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variables lagging the predictors by up to 11 months. Synchronous predictors are only permitted where timescales
are physically reasonable and where direction of forcing is clear. For example synchronous tropical precipitation is a potential predictor as the timescale for Rossby
wave propagation from the tropics is 7–10 days. (Hoskins
and Karoly 1981). The correlations are used as a guide
to indicate which predictors may be associated with jetstream variability. Predictors for models are chosen by
forward selection (e.g. Wilks 2011, pp. 247–248). A stopping criterion is selected to avoid overfitting, such that
further forward selection will not take place once no further predictors could be added at p < 0.1 (for the t value
of the ratio of the coefficient estimate to the coefficient
standard error).
Screening of predictors ensures that multicollinearity
between variables is reduced. Predictors showing significant (95 %) correlation with a prior selected predictor are
omitted from subsequent stages of the forward selection.
The Durbin-Watson statistic is calculated for the regression models to test for autocorrelation of residuals (e.g.
Wilks 2011, p. 228) and residual plots are examined to
check for indications of heteroscedasticity.
In linear regression, the coefficient of determination (R2)
gives the proportion of the variance of the predictand that
can be accounted for by the regression. R2 values can be
inflated through the use of too many predictors, known as
overfitting, and this can be reduced through cross-validation (e.g. Efron and Gong 1983; Efron and Tibshirani 1993,
pp. 237–240). Leave-one out cross-validation (LOOCV) is
performed, where each year’s value is left out of the model
regression in turn, and for n years, the fitting procedure
is performed n times with a sample size of n-1, each time
obtaining a predicted value for the missing year. Revised
R2 values based on cross-validation are calculated (denoted
xvR2). When employing cross-validation, it is important
that the year being omitted and predicted has in no way
been “seen” previously in the model building process. To
this end it is necessary to cross-validate any standardisation
of data values, by leaving out the year in question from the
climatological period before calculating means and standard deviations of the reference period. This procedure is
followed here. Furthermore, the time series of predictors
are divided into five groups, or folds, which provides sufficient data values in each group, while allowing subdivision
of the data, and the initial correlation coefficient is calculated. A predictor is selected for potential inclusion in the
model if a significant correlation occurs between it and the
jet variable in more than three of these folds. Thus selection
does not take place on the basis of all years. Cross-validation is applied at each stage of the regression model building, to confirm the identification of the selected predictor at
each stage.
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3.2 Composite analysis
To further test the predictors selected in the regression
models, composite analyses are undertaken for high and
low years of the predictors selected in the regression analysis, together with some predictors that were rejected either
due to multicollinearity or though being marginally less
significant than the predictor selected for the regression
model. High (low) years are taken as the highest (lowest)
third of values from the time series of the predictor. The
difference in the jet metrics between high and low years of
the predictor is calculated, together with their differences
from climatological values. The composites are based on
the longest time series for which the predictor is available,
to maximise the number of years in the composite. Thus
where a predictor is available for the period 1872–2012,
this is the jet metric or SLP series that is used to produce
the composite. Sea-ice composites are taken for the period
1956–2012 and snow and tropical precipitation composites
are taken over 1980–2012. Sensitivity tests using division
by quartiles and medians reveal no qualitative difference
in results according to the stratification used (not shown).
Results are tested for significance using the two-sided
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, as some samples are too
small for a conventional t test and no assumptions have to
be made about the normality of the data. Some predictors
not identified as significant in the regression analysis may
well be significant in the composite analysis. This may be
a result of composite analysis being more appropriate for
analysing non-linear relationships, or alternatively could be
due to chance. The non-linear aspect of associations can be
identified by comparison of each of the high and low composites with climatological values. If one of these differences is significant and the other is not, it is suggestive of
an asymmetric relationship whereby one extreme of predictor occurrences (either high or low) has a greater potential
influence than anomalies of the opposite sign.
As the years selected for high and low values are based
on the predictor time series, any uncertainty associated
with the ensemble mean for 20CR will have no impact on
the years selected.
SLP plots showing SLP differences between high and
low predictor years are provided where significant differences are identified in the jet metric composites. Significance values are shown, with adjustments made for spatial
autocorrelation using the False Discovery Rate (FDR, Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Wilks 2006), as this method
takes account of the magnitudes of individual p values
relative to the significance level of the global null hypothesis. The FDR is the expected fraction of apparently significant tests whose null hypotheses are true. It is notable
that for composites from the longer time series, the effect
of the larger composite size (47 years) is to increase the
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Table 1  Regression coefficients for predictors of jet speed and latitude
Intercept
coefficient
month
speed
1980
1956
1871
latitude
1980
1956
1871

NA
10.45
10.50
10.50

solar

Tropical
rainfall
AR
1

SS
1

0.25

0.27

51.06
49.89
49.37

lead1
8

SST
2

lead3

10

N3.4
6

1

AMO

8

cryosphere
3

tripole
5

11
0.20

0.17

-0.72

0.63

0.47

-0.55

-2.49

-0.09
0.53

Arctic SI
9

BKI
11

-0.24
0.80
1.03

R2

xvR2

0.47
0.19
0.09

0.33
0.10
0.05

0.44
0.38
0.10

0.35
0.28
0.06

The intercept coefficient A is found in the first column. AR Tropical Atlantic rainfall, SS solar cycle, lead 1, 3 solar cycle leading by 1, 3 years,
AMO Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, SI total Arctic sea ice, BKI Barents-Kara Sea ice. Grey shading indicates that the predictor is not available for that time series. Empty cells indicate that the predictor was not selected for the regression model. Only drivers that were found to be
significant in the regression models are included in this table

significance of the results, such that when p values are
adjusted using the FDR, areas of significance are evident.
However, for the 1956 and 1980 time series, composite
sizes are 19 and 11 years respectively. While areas of the
maps appear significant prior to adjustment, these disappear following the application of the FDR. Given that
longer series show significance, this is considered to be an
artifact of the short time series due to reduced degrees of
freedom, rather than necessarily an indicator of no significance. Thus results are presented and discussed for these
shorter time series with unadjusted significance levels on
the maps.

available, even if it only appeared as a significant predictor
in the shorter time series.

4 Results
Here we present the results of these analyses. The regression models that are developed are discussed in general
terms in Sect. 4.1. In Sect. 4.2 we present results for each
predictor separately. Associations with jet speed and latitude are discussed together with evidence from regression,
composite and wavelet coherence analyses.

3.3 Wavelet coherence analysis

4.1 Regression models

Relationships in geophysical time series often appear to
be non-stationary, yet may exhibit apparent periodicities
which are intermittent. It is useful to examine how the periodicities of two time series co-vary and this can be undertaken using wavelet coherence (WTC) plots (see Grinsted
et al. 2004 for details). Plots produced indicate how the
continuous wavelet transforms of two time series co-vary,
analogous to correlation, with values from 0 to 1. Arrows
on the plot show the phase relationship of the time series,
such that even when common power is low, periods of
covariance with a common phase relationship can be identified, suggestive of causality.
It should be noted that, as with the composite plots, there
are limitations when using wavelet coherence analysis for
the shortest time series. The longest period detectable for
the 1980 series is just over 11 years, precluding analysis
of periodicities longer than this. The cone of influence has
a disproportionately large influence, further reducing the
usefulness of the results (see Torrence and Compo 1998 for
details). Only periodicities of 5 years or less can be analysed for more than half of the time series. In order to minimize this effect, analysis has been carried out for the longest possible time series over which the predictor dataset is

Regression coefficients, R2 and xvR2 values are presented
in Table 1, for the predictors selected as being significant
in the regression models. The table can be used to construct the regression models as the intercept coefficient, A
is included, together with the coefficients of the relevant
predictors. The month for which the predictor is selected
is also shown. Some predictors are selected independently
for more than one time series regression model: for example November sea-ice is selected as a significant predictor for both the 1956 and 1980 latitude models, while not
being available for the 1872 model. Similarly a solar predictor with a lead of three years appears to be significant
for the 1956 and 1872 latitude models, although different
months are chosen as predictors in each case. Such predictors are likely to be more robust predictors of jet metrics,
because they are selected independently in different models. Table 1 also highlights the limitations of certain predictors which are not available for selection for the longer
time series models, such as tropical rainfall. These results
need treating with greater caution. Some predictors such
as the North Atlantic SST tripole show persistence such
that significant regression relationships occur between the
predictor and jet metric over a number of months. Here the
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4.2 Relationships between jet metrics and potential
predictors
4.2.1 Tropical rainfall
In the regression analysis, this predictor is only significant
for JJA jet speed (January AR, Table 1), and an additional
predictor (July WIR) is further analysed in the composite
analysis as this predictor is eliminated from the regression
analysis due to multicollinearity (Table 2). The relationship is positive in both cases (increased rainfall anomalies
associated with increased jet speed, and vice versa). This
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Fig. 4  JJA zonal jet speed from 20CR and regression models. a black
20CR, red 1956 model, blue 1980 model. b Black 20CR, red 1872
model. Correlation coefficients between the observed and predicted
NAO are shown, significant at p ≤ 0.05
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most significant relationships are used in the regression
analysis.
Comparisons of the best-fit regression models with the
20CR time series of jet metrics are shown in Figs. 4, 5.
In general, the models show a good representation of the
direction of change of the jet metric from one year to the
next, although as the time series lengthen and fewer predictors are available for model fitting, the amplitude becomes
less well represented. The jet-speed and -latitude regression models are able to account for just over a third of the
jet variability for the 1980 time series (xvR2 = 0.33 for jet
speed and 0.35 for latitude) while for the 1956 time series,
jet-latitude regression models give much better representations than those for speed (xvR2 = 0.28 compared with
0.10), and both speed and latitude models for the 1872
regression models are very weak (xvR2 0.05 and 0.06
respectively). xvR2 values for jet speed (1980) and latitude
(1980 and 1956) are statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05
through calculation of the F statistic. While the 1956 and
1980 models show in-phase variability with the observed
jet metrics, the amplitudes of variability are reduced, particularly for the longer time series. The addition of a further
random component to account for internal chaotic variability could allow estimation of extremes. The 1872 models
are of little value, having a greatly reduced amplitude, and
very small R2 values, a consequence of limited availability
of important predictors.
A number of years are poorly represented; for example
1993 and 2003 for jet latitude and 1997 for jet speed. From
2008 the 1980 model estimates the latitude of the summer
jet to be too far north on a consistent basis. Extreme summer years such as 1976, 2003 (warm and dry in western
Europe) and 2007 and 2012 (cooler and wetter in western
Europe) do not appear as extremes in the jet speed observations, while 1976 and 2012 are the third highest and third
lowest jet latitude in the observations for 1956–2012. 2003,
while hot and dry, shows a relatively low jet latitude, indicative of conditions which were influenced by factors other
than the jet stream such as soil moisture. 1976 and 2012 are
not particularly well represented in the models (Figs. 4, 5).
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Fig. 5  JJA jet latitude from 20CR and regression models. a black
20CR, red 1956 model, blue 1980 model b black 20CR, red 1872
model. Correlation coefficients between the observed and predicted
NAO are shown, significant at p ≤ 0.05

is in agreement with AGCM results for winter (Hoerling
et al. 2004). SLP composites confirm lower pressure to the
north and higher pressure to the south in the Atlantic, associated with higher rainfall anomalies, but the pattern is not
typical of the SNAO, the centres of action being orientated

Drivers and potential predictability of summer time North Atlantic polar front jet variability
Table 2  Composite JJA jet
stream metrics from high
and low years of regression
analysis, based on terciles with
p values for the high/low,
high/climatology and low/
climatology differences

Driver

High

low

(a) JJA jet speed (ms ) predictors composites
July WIR*
10.74
9.83
January AR
10.98
10.13
Solar
10.58
10.61
Solar lead2*
10.66
10.53
Solar lead4*
10.45
10.57
August AMO
10.24
10.63
May tripole
10.35
10.81
Nov tripole
10.59
10.48
Sept Arctic SI
10.17
10.77
(b) JJA latitude predictors (°N) compositesb
Solar*
49.49
48.99
Solar lead1*
49.63
49.00
Solar lead3
49.66
48.90
Solar lead4*
49.83
48.91
Solar lead 5*
49.92
48.97
June N3.4
49.16
49.62
January AMO
49.35
49.53
March tripole
49.59
49.26
November BKI
50.51
48.40
Sept Arctic SI
50.10
48.68
Feb Am snow*

48.09

P (high/low)

P (high/clim)

P (low/clim)

0.01
0.01
0.63
0.35
0.37
0.01
3 × 10−3
0.44
0.02

0.44
0.08
NA
NA
NA
0.14
0.27
NA
0.22

0.02
0.16
NA
NA
NA
0.64
0.16
NA
0.26

0.26
0.18
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.13
0.65
0.52
1 × 10−3
0.03

NA
NA
NA
0.44
0.24
NA
NA
NA
0.08
0.26

NA
NA
NA
0.30
0.34
NA
NA
NA
0.04
0.20

0.02

0.02

0.22

a

−1

50.48

p values are derived from a two-tailed Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. Columns show p values for the difference between high and low years, high years and climatology and low years and climatology. Significant
values (p ≤ 0.05) are in bold. Drivers denoted * were excluded from regression analysis due to multicollinearity but have been included in composite analysis. WIR West Indian Ocean rainfall, AR tropical Atlantic
Rainfall, SI Arctic sea ice, BKI Barents–Kara sea ice, Am snow North American snow anomalies. Composites are taken from the longest time series for which the predictor is available, to maximise the number of
years in the composites
Significance values are to two decimal places with the exception of the very small p values for May tripole/
jet speed and November BKI/jet latitude
a

Climatological average 1981–2010: 10.49 ms−1

b

Climatological average, 1981–2010: 49.52°N

southwest-northeast (Fig. 6a, b). The July WIR pattern is
reminiscent of a planetary wavetrain arcing over the Aleutians, Hudson Bay and the North Atlantic (Fig. 6b), but
also shows a large pressure anomaly to the north of Norway. These features are also evident at the 500GPH level
(not shown). WTC plots are largely inconclusive, for reasons discussed above, although there are indications of the
time series co-varying at 11 year periodicity and from 1 to
3 year periodicity from 1985 to 1995 for JJA speed/January AR (Fig. 6c) and there is covariance with July WIR at
8-11 years in the mid 1990s (Fig. 6d). In Table 2, the low
July WIR anomalies are significantly different from climatological values, whereas the high anomalies are not,
indicating an asymmetric association with the low rainfall anomalies exerting a greater potential influence than
the high anomalies. The difference between high and low
anomalies is significant.

4.2.2 Solar influences
While a synchronous solar signal is identified as a potential
predictor of JJA speed variability for the 1980 time series
(Table 1), this is not identified as significant in composite
analysis (Table 2). However, a significant positive association between the leading solar cycle and JJA jet latitude is identified both in regression and composite analysis (Tables 1, 2), with the SLP composite showing a weak
positive SNAO like pattern for a high solar signal (Fig. 7a).
The solar cycle with a lead of 3 years is identified as most
significant in the regression analysis while in composite analysis, where the solar signal is considered in isolation from other predictors, the leads of 4 and 5 years are
more significant. This lagged association is evident in winter in a number of recent studies (Scaife et al. 2013; Gray
et al. 2013; Andrews et al. 2015). The arc of high-pressure
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Fig. 6  a, b SLP composites for tropical precipitation predictors of
summer jet metric variability, high minus low years. Note that white
significance contours (p ≤ 0.05) are unadjusted and for guidance
only. c, d Squared wavelet coherence between jet metrics and significant tropical rainfall regions identified from regression and composite

analysis. The 5 % significance level against a red noise background is
shown by the black contour. The semi-transparent region shows the
cone of influence. Arrows show the relative phase relationship (→ inphase; ←anti-phase; ↑ predictor leads by π/2; ↓ predictor leads by
3π/2. Arrows are shown for z values greater than 0.9

anomalies associated with a leading solar signal extending from the mid Atlantic across the UK and into Eastern
Europe bears close resemblance to the pattern identified
for winter (Gray et al. 2013, their Fig. 4, at leads of three
to 5 years), although it is reduced in extent eastwards and
not identified as significant here, possibly a result of the
different methodologies used. Sustained significant positive correlations are found between the leading solar signal and JJA latitude for the 1872 time series, between 32
and 56 months (Fig. 8). Correlations are at a similar level
for the shorter time series but are not significant due to the
reduced degrees of freedom.
The WTC plot (Fig. 7b) shows some common coherence
around a period of 11 years, from 1890 to 1920, with the
solar signal leading jet latitude by a consistent π/4 radians,
with weaker indications of a similar relationship between
1950 and 1980, where the relationship is in phase. The
breaks in coherence could be due to solar signals being

masked by other predictors, or due to fluctuations in the
strength of the solar cycle.
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4.2.3 SST influences
SST influences from the Atlantic (AMO and tripole) and
the Pacific (El Niño) are potential predictors of jet variability, although in this analysis no significant evidence
was found of an El Niño influence in the summer months.
A significant association was found for the 1872 regression
model only (Table 1), not supported by composite analysis
(Table 2). This is likely due to the phase locking of El Niño
to the annual cycle, reaching maximum strength in the
winter months and the absence of a summer stratospheric
teleconnection.
4.2.3.1 AMO The August AMO is identified as a significant predictor of JJA jet speed in the 1872 regression model

Drivers and potential predictability of summer time North Atlantic polar front jet variability
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Fig. 7  a As for Fig. 6a, b, but for solar influences, high minus low
years SLP composite. Here the white significance contours (p ≤ 0.05)
are adjusted for the longer time series using the FDR. b As for
Fig. 6c, d except for wavelet coherence between solar influences and
summer jet latitude

(Table 1) and its importance is confirmed by composite
analysis and the SLP composite plots. A positive (negative)
AMO is associated with lower (higher) jet speeds; the SLP
composite map (Fig. 9a) showing anomalies of high pressure over Greenland and Iceland and low-pressure anomalies over the mid Atlantic and UK, for a high AMO, indicating a more negative SNAO-like pattern. This makes sense
if the jet and the eddies are responding to SST gradients.
There is a suggestion of a negative association with jet latitude for the 1956 regression model only (Table 1) but this is
not apparent in the composite analysis (Table 2). The lower
pressure area under high AMO conditions is shown to be

significant (p < 0.05) across the width of the North Atlantic, covering the main area of SST that changes in unison
with the AMO. The northwest-southeast alignment of the
high and low anomalies between western Europe and Iceland is also reminiscent of the SNAO pattern (Folland et al.
2009) and agrees with the association of the positive (warm)
AMO with wetter European summers and vice versa (e.g.
Sutton and Dong 2012). The WTC plots are somewhat limited regarding the AMO as its periodicity (65–80 years) is
beyond the range of periodicities covered by even the longer
1872 time series. Common coherence is found for periodicities of 6–16 years from 1955 to 2000, with the band of
periodicities deemed as significant broadening through this
period (Fig. 9b).
4.2.3.2 Atlantic tripole The May tripole is a significant
predictor of summer jet speed in both regression analysis
(1872) and composite analysis (Tables 1, 2). The relationship between jet speed and November tripole identified in
regression analysis is not found to be significant in composite analysis (Table 2) and is therefore not considered further. All months from November to April are significantly
correlated with the May tripole value (e.g. the correlation
between the previous November and that in May is 0.29,
p ≤ 0.05) and the March tripole is a significant predictor of
jet latitude in the 1980 regression model (Table 1). The May
tripole SLP composites show high pressure over the northern tripole node and low pressure over the southern node
for a positive tripole, where the north–south ocean temperature gradient is reduced due to higher SST anomalies at
the northern node compared with those at the central node
(Fig. 10a). This pattern is reminiscent of a negative NAO
in summer, but with the axis oriented southwest-northeast.
SST appears to be leading the atmospheric response.
WTC plots show significant coherence at longer periodicities, with slowly varying or consistent phase relationships. May tripole/JJA speed show coherence at
12–16 years, 1890–1920 and 6–12 years during 1940–1975
(Fig. 10b). These correspond with the period for the tripole
of around 11 years (Fan and Schneider 2012). There is a
suggestion of a longer common periodicity with speed and
the tripole at around 45 years.
4.2.3.3 Cryospheric influences September Arctic Sea ice
(SI) and November Barents–Kara Seaice (BKI) essentially
show the same pattern of a negative SNAO in summer following low ice extent in the previous autumn (Fig. 11a, b),
linked to a southward displacement and strengthening of
the jet, evident in regression models and composite analysis (Tables 1, 2). The November BKI is associated with
stronger SLP anomalies and it appears that low BKI anomalies are more influential on summer jet latitude than are high
sea-ice anomalies, with low anomalies showing significant
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Fig. 8  Monthly correlation of sunspot cycle with lagged JJA latitude, 1872 time series (blue), 1955 (red) and 1979 (green). Dashed lines are
95 % significance levels for respective time series

jet latitude differences from climatology (Table 2) and the
difference between high-ice and low-ice composites is also
significant. However, no significant evidence for a link with
Sea of Okhotsk sea-ice (OSI) is found here, despite being
suggested by Screen (2013) as a possible source of Northern
hemisphere atmospheric variability.
WTC plots are limited in their effectiveness as sea-ice
data were only used from 1956 (1980 for OSI), so only
shorter periodicities of less than 16 years are detectable.
Common coherence is found for summer jet speed/September Arctic sea-ice, for periodicities of 8-11 years, from
1985 to 2000, and for 5–8 years periodicities from 1978 to
1990 (Fig. 11c). Similarly, common coherence is found for
summer jet latitude/November BKI 6–8 years for 1980–
1990, 3–4 years for 1985–2000 (Fig. 11d). Significant
shorter periodicities are also evident, with a constant or
slowly varying phase relationship. The coherence does not
seem to extend for more than 15 years, suggesting that seaice fluctuates in a less consistently periodic way at shorter
timescales. This variability reflects the quasi-decadal oscillation evident in Arctic sea ice extent and its close coupling
with the NAO (e.g. Wang et al. 2005; Mysak and Venegas
1998).
While snow anomalies do not appear as significant predictors in the regression models (Table 1), February North
American snow anomalies are significant in the composite
analysis (Table 2), suggesting an association between high
(low) snow anomalies in February and a subsequent southward (northward) displacement of the summertime jet. The
SLP composite plot indicates a positive (negative) SNAOlike pattern associated with low (high) snow anomalies
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(Fig. 12a), and it is the high snow years that contribute most
to this pattern, as differences in jet latitude between high
snow years and climatological values are significant, while
those for low snow years are not (Table 2). The difference
between high- and low-snow anomalies is significant. This
is not a case of positive snow anomalies persisting until
summer, as the seasonal snow cycle for years with high and
low February snow anomalies (Fig. 13) show that summer
snow anomalies are very similar, irrespective of whether
the February anomaly is high or low. The low (high) snow
anomalies are accompanied by a strong positive (negative) temperature anomaly over North America extending
upward to 300 hPa (not shown), which persists into March
and April with a northward displacement, with low temperature anomalies persisting over the Greenland/Baffin
Bay region until summer. There is an interesting positive
(negative) temperature anomaly at 70°N extending from
the surface to 400 hPa, associated with the high (low) snow
anomalies in February, a reversal of what has been found
for the previous months (not shown). The low (high) snow
anomalies are associated with a positive (negative) phase
of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and a cold (warm) stratospheric polar night jet in February (not shown). The strong
cold stratospheric polar vortex will reduce the likelihood of
cold air outbreaks over the eastern United States while a
warm, weaker vortex will increase this possibility, and is
therefore associated with high snow anomalies. However,
low (high) February snow anomaly years are associated
with prolonged periods with relatively low (high) values of
the Greenland Blocking Index in August (GBI; Fang 2004;
Hanna et al. 2013), favouring a positive (negative) SNAO
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Fig. 9  a As for Fig. 6a, b but for August AMO high minus low years
SLP composite. Here the white significance levels (p ≤ 0.05) are
adjusted using the FDR. b As for Fig. 6c, d except for wavelet coherence between August AMO and summer jet speed

and northward (southward) jet displacement in summer.
WTC shows common coherence at 3–4 years from 1992 to
2005, and a slowly varying phase relationship, with coherence becoming more significant at shorter periodicities
(<3 years) from 2000 to 2005 (Fig. 12d).

5 Discussion
The regression analysis indicates that the use of simple statistical models can explain up to 35 % of summer jet stream
variability, but tend to underestimate the amplitude of the
variability. This proportion is consistent with the 30 % of
summer North Atlantic climate variability not explained

Fig. 10  a As for Fig. 6a, b but for May tripole high minus low years
SLP composite. Here the white significance contours (p ≤ 0.05) are
adjusted using the FDR. b As for Fig. 6c, d except for wavelet coherence between May tripole and summer jet speed

by internal atmospheric variability (Franzke and Woollings
2011). The models based on the shorter time series will
be most useful in developing the predictability of jet metrics, as the amplitude is a better representation of observed
amplitude. Together with composite analysis, there is
agreement with suggested predictors of variability identified in the literature, such as the AMO (Knight et al. 2006;
Folland et al. 2009; Sutton and Dong 2012) and insight
is gained into a wider range of potential predictors, with
implications for improving the predictability of the summer
jet stream. However, there could also be non-linear interactions between predictors and jet metrics which will not be
well captured by regression models. Composite analysis is
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Fig. 11  a, b As for Fig. 6a, b except for sea-ice drivers of summer jet
metric variability, low minus high years. Note that white significance
contours (p ≤ 0.05) are unadjusted and for guidance only. c, d As for

Fig. 6c, d except for wavelet coherence between sea-ice predictors
and summer jet metrics

able to identify some aspects of non-linearity, but there will
also be a significant component of jet variability attributable to atmospheric internal variability.
The main impact of SST anomalies (including related
tropical rainfall anomalies) appears to be on jet speed. The
influence of tropical SST anomalies is likely to be transmitted via Rossby wave propagation polewards and eastwards (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). The JJA speed/July WIR
(Fig. 6b) appears to show such a pathway, also evident in
500GPH composites (not shown) and the synchronous correlation is in agreement with suggested propagation timescales of 7–10 days.
The predominant Atlantic SST tripole influence seems
to lead JJA jet speed by a few months. having been established by earlier coupling with the atmosphere, but feeding back onto the atmosphere at slightly longer timescales.
Dong et al. (2013b) find similar evidence of precursor subpolar gyre SST anomalies in spring accounting for around

half of the summer SST anomalies, the remainder being
driven by atmospheric variability, with the potential to
impact on summer atmospheric circulation. This supports
the results obtained here, indicating that spring Atlantic
SST anomalies may offer some predictability for the summer Atlantic atmospheric circulation. While Dong et al.
(2013a, b) relate this to storm-track latitude and its eastward extension, here we find that the main impact is upon
jet speed.
The identified relationship with the AMO links the
positive phase of the AMO with a reduced jet speed and
vice versa, whereas that described by Folland et al. (2009)
related the positive AMO to a negative SNAO and a southward shift in the jet. These results are not inconsistent as
the jet is likely to be weaker for a negative SNAO with a
southward displaced and weaker storm track (Dong et al.
2013b), although the negative association with jet latitude
is only significant in the 1956 regression model.
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Fig. 12  As for Fig. 6a, b except for February North American snow
predictor of jet metric variability, low minus high years. Note that
white significance contours (p ≤ 0.05) are unadjusted and for guidance only. b As for Fig. 6c, d except for wavelet coherence between
February North American snow and summer jet latitude

There is no significant ENSO influence detected in summer, which may reflect the absence of the stratospheric teleconnection whereby the strength of the stratospheric polar
vortex, which can be affected by ENSO events, is able to
exert a downward influence on the tropospheric atmospheric circulation in winter (e.g. Bell et al. 2009). This also
reflects the annual cycle as ENSO events usually peak in
strength in the winter months, having started in the previous spring.
Evidence for a solar influence is stronger for summer jet
latitude than for speed. The question of solar cycle impact
on climate has been controversial and solar signals in
atmospheric variability have not been detected on a consistent basis, with much work, it has been suggested, relying

on inadequate and non-robust statistics (Lockwood 2012).
The importance of lagged correlations supports the analysis
of Scaife et al. (2013) and Gray et al. (2013) although those
studies focus on winter. Here the relationship is weaker,
but shows a similar spatial distribution and lag, with high
pressure anomalies in the central Atlantic and arcing across
central Europe (Fig. 6a) associated with high solar cycle
activity, perhaps reflecting seasonal variability in the link.
This suggests summer impacts during the interannual buildup and therefore persistence of the solar signal in the Atlantic ocean, during which the atmospheric response increases
through atmosphere–ocean coupling (Scaife et al. 2013;
Gray et al. 2013) although it is interesting to note that while
the predominant influence of SST anomalies above is on jet
speed, here the association is with latitude.
Sea-ice concentration from the preceding autumn is
associated with both summer jet speed and latitude, with
total Arctic sea-ice associated with speed, while the
regional impact from the Barents-Kara Seas is stronger
with jet latitude. Little work has been done on the potential for summer atmospheric variability to be influenced by
the previous autumn’s sea ice concentration, and this merits further study. The mid-latitude atmospheric response in
summer may be influenced by preconditioning of SST from
the previous autumn sea-ice (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth
et al. 2011). Wu et al. (2013) have identified a link between
winter-late spring low sea-ice concentration anomalies in
the Hudson Bay -Labrador Sea associated with anomalous
atmospheric wavetrains leading to reduced geopotential
heights and increased summer precipitation over western
Europe, associated with a southward-displaced jet stream.
The sign of the relationship in this study is the same, but
the lead-time for our analysis is much longer, the signal appearing to survive the winter. There is evidence to
suggest that BKI may be influenced by subsurface ocean
temperatures with a lead-time of over a year (Nakanowatari et al. 2014) so longer leads and lags are being identified. The jet-speed association with the previous autumns’s
sea-ice is negative, indicating an increased JJA wind speed
with decreased autumn ice. As this correlation is with total
Arctic sea ice, the relationship could be a result of other
areas of sea-ice coming into play, which do not exhibit the
positive correlation with the jet stream, such as the Labrador Sea/Baffin Bay. This area is well known for showing a typically opposite relationship with the NAO to that
shown with sea-ice east of Greenland, albeit a consequence
of NAO forcing of sea-ice (e.g. Deser et al. 2000), but
with potential for feedback to the atmosphere as indicated
above.
The association with February, rather than spring, snow
cover anomalies is puzzling, as anomalies in high and low
years are very similar for spring and summer and there is
scope for further work to identify a mechanism that may
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Fig. 13  Seasonal cycles of North American snow anomalies for February high snow anomaly years and February low snow anomaly years,
1980–2012

be involved with both snow anomalies and summer jet
variability. It is possible that the level of blocking in the
Greenland region is an influence both on snow anomalies and the summertime jet or that this feature simply
occurred by chance. Matsumura et al. (2014) find that early
Eurasian snow melt can lead to a negative Arctic Oscillation in summer; although this is an opposite result to that
identified here, it supports the possibility of a spring snow
cover impact upon summer atmospheric circulation patterns. However, the time and location of snow anomalies is
different.

6 Conclusions
A number of potential predictors of summer jet stream
variability have been identified, and simple linear models
are able to explain up to 35 % of JJA jet stream variability, although it must be stressed that internal atmospheric
variability of the jet stream may be high and these observational analyses cannot demonstrate causality. Regression
models capture the sign of much of the interannual variability, but are less effective over the longer time period of
the 20CR, presumably due to more limited availability of
potential predictor time series, and increased uncertainty in
the earlier part of the jet time series derived from 20CR.
The amplitude of variability is less than that observed,
particularly for the longer time series. Composite analysis identifies significant relationships between predictors
and jet metrics, reinforcing the results of the regression
analysis, while suggesting further linkages not revealed by
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regression, perhaps due to non-linear relationships. Wavelet
coherence analysis provides complementary information
about phase relationships and changing of common periodicities over the time series, but highlights the fact that
apparent relationships are far from uniform in the observational record. We note again that internal variability of the
jet itself is likely to be important. Identification of different
predictors over different time periods reflects possible nonstationarity, or the masking of predictors by other signals or
internal atmospheric variability.
A significant development in this study is the decomposition of predictors of jet latitude and speed rather than with the
NAO. This approach has shown that predictors are associated
with different impacts on jet variability, depending on their
origin, thus revealing a more subtle pattern than suggested
by analysis of NAO variability alone. SST predictors exert
a greater influence on jet speed, while lagged solar and seaice factors impact upon latitude, reduced sea-ice in autumn
being associated with decreased jet latitude and speed the
following summer. A positive (negative) AMO decreases
(increases) jet speed, while influences from tropical SST
anomalies may be propagated by the excitation of planetary
wave trains. Our study did not find a significant link between
ENSO events and summer jet variability. A key question for
future research is to identify physical mechanisms for the
significant relationships identified here and to explain how
different predictors impact upon different aspects of the jet
stream. The use of climate models could enable predictors to
be isolated and mechanisms to be identified.
While there is a significant amount of uncertainty in summer jet stream variability, and skill in dynamical forecasts
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for the North Atlantic summer is currently low, the evidence
presented in this study suggests that there is a significant
component of predictability in summer jet stream metrics
and there is potential for using the predictors identified
in this study in the forecasting of summer jet stream variability, although the magnitude of extreme events is likely
to be underpredicted. Given the recent summer extremes
experienced around the Atlantic basin, this predictability could have important societal, environmental and economic benefits. While a number of the links identified were
expected from what was already known from the literature,
other associations require further investigation into possible
causal mechanisms, such as links between February snow
anomalies or January tropical rainfall anomalies and the
summertime jet, and relationships identified should be confirmed by a fully-coupled climate modelling approach.
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